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Abstract - We present an architecture  proposal for a programmable microprocessor
optimized for communications protocol processing.

Connections between networked devices require fast processing of different types of protocols
and in turn the protocol processing requires fast hardware. Until recently, protocol processing
has been done with ASICs or other custom pre-programmed hardware. In this paper, we
present an architecture for a programmable microprocessor with communications protocol
processing optimized design.

Protocol processing exhibits certain distinct characteristics from one protocol to another that
can be taken advantage of when designing an architecture and functional subunits for a
programmable general protocol processor. By examining the ATM, SDH, IP and IEEE 802.11
MAC protocols [2, 3] we have found that these protocols share a common need for certain
protocol processing tasks. These tasks are listed in Table 1 [1, 2].

Table 1. Common Protocol Processing Tasks in ATM, SDH, IP and IEEE 802.11 MAC.

Task Description

ERROR programmable function, e.g. CRC polynomials need to be changed. Also needed for
CHECKING calculating checksums for outgoing protocol data units.

CRC and other (e.g. IP header checksums) error checking calculations. Must be a

RANDOM Generation of statistically independent pseudo-random bitstrings. Random values of
NUMBER several different word sizes are needed.

GENERATION

TIMING AND programmable so that they can be reset, set to certain values, incremented and
COUNTERS decremented either directly or at certain time periods.

Updating of a system clock and several counters. The counters need to be

SCALING synchronization with the incoming bitstream.
Bitwise shifting and scaling as well as the changing of word lengths. Also needed for

PACKET outgoing data may need to be split into multiple parts and each part needs to be
ASSEMBLY/ given a header and possibly a trailer. In the disassembly process headers and possible

DISASSEMBLY trailers are removed from the protocol data units and the original data is

Assembling and disassembling of protocol data units. In the assembly process, the

reconstructed. The incoming data units may need to be reordered in the process.

STATE MACHINE Flow control for taking care of message passing etc. between protocol operation state
CONTROL machines

BITSTRING certain actions based on the result of the matching. Also needed for analyzing the
MATCHING headers in incoming protocol data units. When sending protocol data units, matching

Matching bitstrings in the incoming data to bitstrings in the memory, and performing

provides some of the information required to construct a protocol data unit header.
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  Figure 1. Architecture Block Diagram for a General Protocol Processor.

The architecture we suggest for a programmable general protocol processor is shown in figure
1. It takes into account the mentioned hardware requirements of protocol processing while
maintaining the flexibility of a programmable microprocessor. The architecture features a
control unit that handles the program flow according to information in its program, routing
and cell format memory. The control unit directly controls the other functional blocks of the
processor. There are also two Error Detection/Scaler blocks for parallel processing of input
and output data streams.
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